
Installation Instructions 
Inline Fluoride Reduction System

Step one
Turn water supply off at tapping valve or main water supply. 
Tapping valve is the fitting used to connect your water 
purifier to the water pipe.

Step two
After turning the tapping valve off, turn on the purifier tap until 
the flow of water stops. This will confirm that your water has 
been turned off at the tapping valve and the water line has 
been drained of any remaining water.

Step three
Find a suitable position for the fluoride reducing filter, and 
install the bracket somewhere between the tapping valve 
and CI251 inline filter or HU14 housing unit. 

Step four
Screw the John Guest fittings into each end of the fluoride 
reducing filter (If not already fitted), please ensure there is 
plumbers tape on the thread of these fittings.

Step five
Remove the tubing from the entry point of your carbon filter 
by pushing in on the collet (small round sleeve) and insert it 
in the entry point of the fluoride reducing filter. Then insert 
the extra length of tubing supplied into the fluoride reducing 
filters outlet and the other end into the carbon filters inlet. 
You might need to trim tubing to suit the space under your 
bench. Ensure you make a straight, clean cut if trimming the 
tubing.

Step six
Turn water supply on and run filter for approximately 5 
minutes to activate the filter. The water may have a milky 
look for the first few hours; this is due to millions of air 
bubbles being forced from the cartridge.

Please ensure you have read 
the instructions and that no 
parts are missing prior to 
installation.
Please note:
This cartridge has been 
preflushed to minimize 
sediment deposits in the 
secondary filter. Please re-
flush water through this
filter for 30 seconds before 
fitting to the carbon filter as 
this may cause blockage.

The approximate life of your 
filter is one year and will 
vary depending on several 
factors, i.e. manufacturers 
recommendation, amount 
of water being used through 
the filter, turbid water supply, 
amount of sediment in the 
water etc. If the flow through 
the filter decreases or water 
taste deteriorates it may be 
time to replace the filter. 

How do you know when it’s 
time to replace your cartridge?
We place your name in our 
records; this allows us to 
remember when you received 
your new cartridge. We will 
then remind you when it is 
time to replace it.

For support please phone 
our technical support team 
on  0800 787 342


